
Many gardeners are curious to try hydroponics, but it seems  expensive and complicated.  It doesn’t have
to be!  Here on this page we list some simple and inexpensive hydroponic systems that will allow you to
experience the fun of hydroponics with a small investment. These systems can all be used outside on a
patio, or indoors with the addition of a grow light. They are all great for growing a wide variety of plants.

Bare Bones - $109.95
In addition to the trays,
includes pump & (10) pots

Complete Packge - $189.95
(10) pots, pump, timer, pH
tester, nutrient & grow rocks

BEGINNING HYDROPONICS
with Small Scale Systems

AeroGarden
The AeroGarden® is the world's first indoor smart garden - It's just so easy
to use that anyone, with or without gardening experience can grow lush,
beautiful gardens right in your home! (Can grow tomatoes, herbs,  flowers,
leafy greens, etc.) The computerized AeroGarden® tells you when to add
water and nutrients. The built-in micro-processor automatically adjusts
nutrient delivery and water flow and turns grow lights on and off to simu-
late the sun.                                                                     $174.95

Baby Bloomer
Plants are fed with a simple ebb & flow function, delivering
fresh water, nutrients & oxygen on a consistent basis. The
Baby Bloomer measures 31"x12"x12", is pre-assembled &
easy to setup & maintain.

Emily’s Garden 
We use this system to grow lettuce in our Santa
Barbara store with excellent results.  This 24" x
16" x 6" garden has 6 planters filled with grow
rocks resting in an aerated nutrient solution. Your
plants absorb food and water as they need it.
System includes: growing media, 6 planters,  air
pump,  pH test kit, and tubing.
$99.95



Light - Almost all plants need light to grow well. Consider using an HID light, or a perhaps a high power 
flourescent lamp  for your system.  We can help you to choose the right one for your needs.

Nutrients - we have many to choose from.  Decide if you want simplicity, organic or mineral based.
pH Balance - The #1 overlooked element of hydroponics. Use pH up & down.  At least a shaker tester. 
Aeration - Hydroponic plants need oxygen at roots. Add an extra inexpensive air pump for better results.  
Air Flow - Good ventilation is key to healthy plants.  Plants need fresh air to grow. You might need a fan.
Grow Media -Choose an aerated medium to best suit your needs.    Rockwool,  Coco,  or Hydroton?

$99.95 - $169.95

WaterFarm
The compact WaterFarm meas-
ures a mere 10"x10"x15" tall. It is
particularly suited to accommo-
date larger plants like tomatoes.
Comes complete with outer reser-
voir, inner growing chamber, grow
media and air pump.

SoloGro
SOLOGRO™ is a fully automated water
delivery feed system able to provide plants
with all they need to grow. Can hold up to 4
plants. 14.5” x 18.5” x 17.5”. Includes:
Pump, Fittings and Instruction Manual. You
still need to supply a timer.  Comes Aero,
Ebb and Flo or Drip.

MicroGarden
An effective and automated method to provide your
plants optimal levels of water, nutrients, and oxy-
gen. Leak free, dependable.  Grow virtually any-
where! Includes  pump,  tray and resevoir. Choose
either Aeroponic,  Ebb and Flow, or Drip. 

Aeroponic -  $274.95
Ebb / Flow - $159.95

$59.95

What else do you need....


